ABOUT GET THE JOB

Getting the Job is probably the hardest part of
any career. With 15 years’ experience in

recruitment and doing over 300 Candidate
interviews a year approximately 1 in 100 CVs
presented has been well written and
representative of the person in front of me. It’s
not easy to be objective and succinct about
your own achievements. Many people leave out
salient milestones, management experience and
specific unique projects until they have a 1:1
interview with an objective professional.

WHAT A PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN CV AND 1:1 INTERVIEW SKILLS CAN DO







Re-assess the roles you can interview for
successfully-broaden your horizons!
Learn how to think like the employer-in
any given scenario
Learn how to side-step in your career for
greater gain later (move like the Knight in
Chess not the Pawn)
Increased earnings/salary package even
where this was not a priority
Finding a new role quickly after
redundancy or a career break




Planned transition into self-employment
Improve your career status within current
organisation
THE 8-30 SECOND RULE

How long does an employer take to read your CV?
It depends on the seniority of the job and the size
of the employer but on average your CV has
between 8-30 seconds to make an impact!

WITH EACH FOUR PILLARS ‘CV AND INTERVIEW SKILLS CLIENT’ WE AIM FOR:

A complete CV rewrite according to your new
direction and investigation of the current market
for your skills. We will work together to hone your
interview skills 1:1 over SKYPE or face to face.
Are you in a buyers’ market right now (scarcity of
Candidates like you) or a sellers’ market? The
answer determines your strategy for finding a role.
We can work on your Research & Networking
strategy and re-work your online Brand. You can
sign up for as much as you need right now.







You will work on a one to one basis with
Susan, a specialist career coach over one or a
series of meetings to help you achieve your
career goals
There will be relevant exercises, questionnaires
or practical tasks to complete which will be
discussed in depth at these meetings
Practical help will be provided with all aspects
of marketing your skills to an employer,
including finding suitable roles, CVs and
interview preparation.

